
KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA SANGATHAN PATNA REGION



Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat programme aims to enhance interaction & promote mutual understanding between people 
of different states/UTs through the concept of state/UT pairing. The states carry out activities to promote a sustained 
and structured cultural connect in the areas of language learning, culture, traditions & music, tourism & cuisine, sports 
and sharing of best practices, etc.

BACKGROUND AND NEED

India is a unique nation, whose fabric has been woven by diverse linguistic, cultural and religious threads, held together 
into a composite national identity by a rich history of cultural evolution, coupled with a freedom struggle that was built 
around the tenets of non-violence and justice. The spirit of mutual understanding amidst a shared history has enabled a 
special unity in diversity, which stands out as a tall flame of nationhood that needs to be nourished and cherished into 
the future.
Time and technology have narrowed down distances in terms of connect and communication. In an era that facilitates 
mobility and outreach, it is important to establish cultural exchanges between people of different regions, as a means to 
further human bonding and a common approach to nation-building. Mutual understanding and trust are the 
foundations of India's strength and all citizens should feel culturally integrated in all corners of India. Students from the
north-east, for example, should not feel like 'strangers in a strange land' when they arrive in Delhi, or a person from 
Uttarakhand should not feel like an outsider in Kerala.

Ref:https://ekbharat.gov.in/

INTRODUCTION



CONCEPT OF EBSB

The idea of a sustained and structured cultural connect between people of different regions was mooted by Prime 
Minister Shri Narendra Modi during the Rashtriya Ekta Divas held on 31st October, 2015, to commemorate the birth 
anniversary of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel. Hon’ble Prime Minister propounded that cultural diversity is a joy that ought to 
be celebrated through mutual interaction & reciprocity between people of different States and UTs so that a common 
spirit of understanding resonates throughout the country. Every State and UT in the country would be paired with another 
State/UT for a time period, during which they would carry out a structured engagement with one another in the spheres 
of language, literature, cuisine, festivals, cultural events, tourism etc. For example, Andhra Pradesh is paired with Punjab 
for During this period, Punjabis would attempt to learn key words in Telugu, a few Telugu books would be translated into 
Punjabi & vice-versa, Andhraites would hold food festivals offering Punjabi dishes, Punjabis would perform Andhra folk 
dances, while Andhraites would perform Bhangra at staged events etc. This pattern of cultural adoption of the partner 
State/UT would be followed by all states and UTs.

HOW EBSB HAS BEEN TAKEN AHEAD

States/UTs in India have been paired with each other for a fixed time period. The paired States/UTs signed MoUs with 
each other, delineating a set of activities that they would carry out. An activity calendar for each pair was prepared 
through mutual consultation, paving the way for a systematic process of mutual engagement. Such interaction between 
different segments of the population of each pair of States /UTs at the cultural level, generated the vibrance of 
understanding & appreciation amongst the people and forged mutual bonding, thus securing an enriched value system of 
unity in the nation. The same pairing of States/ UTs will continue till June 2021. The pairing of States/ UTs is available on
the website.

Ref:https://ekbharat.gov.in/



Paired states (KVS Patna Region)



EBSB Planner 2020-21

S. No Activity(Online at School Level) Schedule

1 Talking Hour- news on Partnering states On Monday Every week Latest News, Important events etc of

the partnering state

2 Bhasha Sangam On Wednesday every week Exposure to students to Alphabet ,

proverbs & Sentence in the language

of the partnering state (Every Week)

3 Quiz/ Question and answer session Friday/ Every week Know your paired states Question like-

Literal meaning of paired state

Language spoken River Festivals

National parks, Heritage State animal

bird etc---

4 Pledge on Swachhata/ Single use of 

plastic/ water saving/ natural unity in the 

language of the partnering state

On any one of the subjects 

on rotation on Saturday 

every week

Enhance linguistic fluency in the

language of the partnering state

5 Community singing Once in a month In the language of the partnering

state



EBSB Planner 2020-21

6 Essay competition among students in the language of 

partnering state

September 2020 2nd week Students will write a paragraph on any selected

topics in the language of the partnering state

7 Identification/ Translation similar proverbs in the language 

of partnering state

September 2020 and during Autumn 

Break

8 Webinar on culture, history tradition of the partnering state October  2020 during annual function

9 Cultural competition folk/ dance/ songs music of the 

partnering state (Online Presentation)

State Day Celebration To be celebrated in a befitting manner

10 Literary Fest- Poetry recitation, extempore etc…. November 2020

11 Video conferencing with students of partnering state December  2020

12 Translation of popular regional Folk tales and poems of the 

partnering state

December  2020 Winter break

13 Optional classes in the school for learning thy language of 

partnering state

RO may prepare their schedule Proficiency certificate to be given to students and

appreciation certificate given to teachers who

have taught the language



EBSB Planner 2020-21

14 State project note book of partnering state January 2021

February 2021

Project Notebook Each students shall a maintain a state

project introduction, historical place, indigenous games

of the states and other important and interesting

information about the state. The Students will be

evaluated on the basis of the Notebook they have

prepared. The top three excellent performers of each

partnering State will be given the title “ Champion of Ek

Bharat Shrestha Bharat “ along with a certificate and one

trophy Other worthy performances will be awarded with

badges/ wrist bands/ arin bands.

16 School Magazine Vidyalaya Patrika ( e- Magazine) March 2021 School Magazine should contain section of on EBSB.

17 E-news letter of all regions on partnering state April  2021 to be sent to KVS (HQ)` Showcasing all the activities regarding EBSB in

connection with activities undertaken by the Region is to

be prepared according to paired state as per

Government of India.



Bhasha Sangam

“Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat” has been initiated to celebrate the spirit of national integration. Bhasha Sangam 

enhances the unique symphony of languages of our country and is an expression of our shared dreams, hopes, 

values and aspirations for one India.

India’s richness is marked by her cultural, ethnic and linguistic diversity. In order to celebrate these unique features of 

our country, the Bhasha Sangam initiative under the Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat ushers in a programme for schools 

and educational institutions to provide multilingual exposure to students in Indian languages listed in Schedule VIII 

of the Constitution of India. This initiative is just the beginning of a journey meant to create interest in these 

languages and a curiosity to learn more. It will be followed by other activities subsequently.

Objectives of Bhasha Sangam

1. To introduce school students to all the 22 Indian Languages of Schedule VIII of the Constitution of India.

2. To enhance linguistic tolerance and respect, and promote national integration.

http://epathshala.ncert.org.in/ebsb.php



BHASHA SANGAM 





BHASHA SANGAM 

CELEBRATING LANGUAGE DIVERSITY OF INDIA

ELIMINATING LANGUAGE BARRIER AMONG INDIANS



BHASHA SANGAM 



BHASHA SANGAM 



BHASHA SANGAM 



Translation of popular regional Folk tales and poems of the partnering state



Translation of popular regional Proverbs,Folk tales and poems of the partnering state



Translation of popular regional Proverbs,Folk tales and poems of the partnering state



Cultural competition folk/ dance/ songs music of the partnering state

Hozagiri dance of Reang community,Garia Jhum,Maimita ,Masak Sumani and 
Lebang boomani dances of Tripuri community are the main folk dances of 
Tripura.
Cheraw dance is the popularly known traditional dance form of Mizoram.
Online Steps of dances performed by the students of Vidyalaya under the 
supervision and guidance of 
Abhishek Kumar ,PRT Music.



Cultural competition folk/ dance/ songs music of the partnering state



Cultural competition folk/ dance/ songs music of the partnering state



Cultural competition folk/ dance/ songs music of the partnering state



Quiz/ Question and answer session



Quiz/ Question and answer session

Quiz on Partnering states: Quiz on 
partnering state was organised every 
week. 



State project note book of partnering state

Students enhance their different values and skills related to writing and aesthetic 

sense.



State project note book of partnering state



State project note book of partnering state



Video conferencing with students of partnering state

Video conferencing with 

students of Paired states was 

conducted. It was an 

enthusiastic conversation with 

students of Kendriya

Vidyalaya Lunglei (Mizoram). 

This was a wonderful 
experience. All these activities 

of this current year are being 

conducted online due to 

covid19 pandemic



Video conferencing with students of partnering state



Video conferencing with students of partnering state



Video conferencing with students of partnering state



Video conferencing with students of partnering state



Video conferencing with students of partnering state



Video conferencing with students of partnering state



Pledge on Swachhata/ Single use of plastic/ water saving/ natural 
unity in the language of the partnering state

Online Pledge were taken by the 
students and staff members on 
different occasion in the language of 
partnering state to promote the 
languages Mijo among the students.



Students read out the news of the

partnering states every Monday

in online.

Reading of News of paired states:-



COMMUNITY SINGING

It helps children more calm and focused and it also increases enjoyment and engagement in the 
class.



Poster COVID 19



Pledge



Wall Magazine



Wall Magazine



Wall Magazine



Wall Magazine



Wall Magazine



Wall Magazine

Wall Magazine



Wall Magazine



धन्यवाद
KA  LAWM  E

HAMBAI


